LexisNexis® CaseMap® Users’ Summit
Practical, peer-to-peer insight and instruction
from litigation professionals like you

You are invited ...

to the Peer-to-Peer CaseMap® Users’ Summit, Tuesday, May 8, at the beautiful Biltmore Hotel in Los Angeles.

Learn countless time- and effort-saving tips and techniques … Discover innovative new applications … Hear incredible success stories … And find out how you can put these best practices to work in your firm. All from peers successfully using CaseMap in their practice.

From CaseMap basic training … to more advanced sessions that take you from early case assessment through discovery and even business development … CaseMap Users’ Summit will help you build the skills you need to get greater control and a real strategic edge across the entire litigation process.

Representatives from the California Attorney General’s Office will also share how their office is using CaseMap to control costs, drive greater efficiency, and put together winning litigation strategies.

For attending, you can also receive up to 6 CLE credits!

Date/Time: May 8, 2007, 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Location: Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles
Cost: $395 per person
Breakfast, Lunch, Cocktail Reception provided

Featured presenters include:
• Rick Borstein, Adobe Acrobat

What’s on the agenda?
Preliminary peer-guided topics for Attorneys, Litigation Support Specialists and Paralegals include:
• Constructing Powerful Arguments
• Using CaseMap & Acrobat® as Trial Presentation Tools
• Using CaseMap in the Summary Judgment Process
• Bates Stamping & Document Indexing Dos & Don’ts
• 60 Tips in 60 Minutes for Paralegals
• Making the Most of TextMap® & Its Many Reporting Options
• Integrating CaseMap with Concordance™, Hummingbird®, Summation, WorkSite, etc.
• How CaseMap, TimeMap® and TextMap Can Leverage the Impact of the Paralegal Staff
• 60 Tips in 60 Minutes for Litigation Support Specialists
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